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Gsmarena iphone 12 mini review

R Gelalt, 13 Dec 2020 Why can't we have a compact Android phone with a price tag of $300? Feel free to buy more Samsung s10e, soon it will reach its price G Why can't we have a compact Android phone with a price tag of $300? If someone releases something like this (ofc with worse specifications),
I'll buy it soon.?Le Cook, December 10, 2020, 5 hours. It depends on usage. Light use of the smartphone (social media, browsing, etc.) allows about 8 hours of use, but for power users (long intensive games) it takes about 4-5 hours. Personally, I wouldn't recommend this for a price. The £400/$400
iPhone SE 2020 will get about the same amount of battery as a half price battery. It still follows many more years with updates on IOS 18 and above. K Has been in use for a few days now. Good view. Good performance. The battery is not good at all. It wears out fast and sad to see low battery capacity.
They should have put at least a 4500mAh battery. Unless you're Apple's flagship maniac, it's not worth the money. I'm thinking of buying an M51, which is half the price of a Mini. P Love my 12 Mini. I'm getting a 7 hour screen around time from a full charge. I don't play games, and I usually have a screen
around 50% brightness. WiFi and mobile phone 5g automatic always on. Am I fun and surprised by the battery life? anonymous, 10 December 2020 Apple 2227 Mar= 4000mAh android wrong. IPhone 12 Mini Endurance Rating 69h. Example Xperia 5 II 4000mah Battery Endurance Rating 102h. As A, 10
Dec 2020 at this moment it has 5h30min screen time and it is the second day of use. Usu... Remain after 2 days of use on a 1 charge and exceed 7 hours of screen time.?Apple's 09 2020 shame to put only 2227 batteries in 2020, best phone bad battery Apple 2227 mah = 4000mAh Android L5311
sczab, is there time for 09 Dec 2020 screen? Avg.a At this point it has a screen time of 5h30min and it is the second day of use. I still have 30%. Usually on a one charge I use it for 2 days and the screen time of 5-6 hours depends on the used app. Mainly Twitter, fb, safari, YouTube, take pictures. No
game. Wi-Fi and 4g internet are always on. Apple's c2 shame with only 2227 batteries in 2020, best phone bad battery s71 LukKook, 04 Dec 2020 with normal use: speak, social media, browsing, communication last 1.5 days. I'm using mi. How many hours of screen do you have? Is spotify warm? A I
think this is one of the best releases as a compact flagship device on the Apple market.?Features and phone specifications are really good. I find the small screen more comfortable and give a nice grip for longer use. How about map navigation on L5311 Anonymous, 05 Dec 2020iphone 12 Mini?Driving.
Yes, there is no problem with the display of the map. Good visibility on the screen.?How about map navigation on the iPhone 12 mini? Does it look good in the car while driving? L5311 Anonymous, 02 Dec 2020 about battery life (12mini) for snap shut and social media apps not for games?? It's w.. More
normal use: speaking, social media, browsing, it lasts 1.5 days. I've been using the Mini since the first day and it's the perfect smartphone (if you love a small phone).?Anonymous, 04 December 2020 for a lot of use, just on social media or music, does The Battery last? There's no use for gaming. When
you close the app, it lasts about 5-7 hours. ?For multipurpose, but just social media or music, does batteries last? Not used for games or Netflix. ?What about battery life (12mini) for snap shut and social media apps, not games? E452 Anonymous, 29 November 2020 No Then I made the right choice and I
bought an iPhone 12?Exikias, 19 Nov 2020 This is not recommended for this one right heavy user?No B 9 I miss my Sony Z1 compact (still got) until I bought an iPhone 12 Mini.?Rahim, 27 November 2020 very good mobile 12 mini best size, best with one hand, best good backup is the best in voice qual.
More super speed of charging??? Knew you had a 40+ watt phone from IOS? Ideal for 1 hand. Battery life is not so great, but manageable. I don't play games or charge once a day because I don't feel like you need to glue to your phone all day. Not because it was cheap, but because I like the small
factor. c I've had it for a week now. Battery life is not so great, but manageable. I don't play games or charge once a day because I don't feel like you need to glue to your phone all day. Not because it was cheap, but because I like the small factor. Very good mobile 12 mini vest size, best with one hand,
best better backup best best hand quality, best best free best mini battery and best charging mini life best super speed of K iPhone 12 Mini. You'll need a wall socket and power bank every time a J OK person needs your opinion  you'll need an iphone 12 Mini (128gb) or s20 fe (Snap 8/256)?the iphone
now costs +150€ more than my country fe. N137 Kronor, 21 November 2020 How to watch video streaming or video HD on YouTube? I watch YouTube regularly and the phone still lasts all day. Just for you to stream and play games is not that simple. But as I said earlier I don't get why some people are
playing games on their phones. N137 Anonymous, 23 November 2020 different OS, compare Linux exactly to such a window, but try to explain this to Android fanboys.JameS, 23 November 2020809 Euro 64 GB, no memory card slot, no charger. When most phones get 128 GB for now. JammeS,
November 23, 20209, 64GB, no memory cardAnd no charger. When most phones get 128 GB for now. The most impressive model in Apple's iPhone 12 series with a 5g processor like a different OS comparing linux with its windows l24, I have been using the iPhone 12 mini since it was released at 13.
The phone is great. The battery life is also very good. It doesn't feel like a small phone. It has a great screen and is very hand and pocket friendly. There was a sensitivity bug fixed in last week's update. J 809 euros for 64 GB, no memory card slot, no charger. Most phones now get 128 GB for 300 euros.
And are people still buying iPhones? An interesting competitor for the R181 small phone, but for the price and specifications I think I will pass.c Nikki Sun, 17 Nov 2020 yesterday mine, people do not bash this phone, I really do. I have. How about watching video HD on video streaming or youTube? This is
apt's tagline when Apple skips the S model and goes straight from the already fast iPhone 11 to the iPhone 12. But it's not just the improved speed you'll get. The iPhone 12 includes a variety of upgrades, including a new design with improved durability, OLED screens, and 5G support. The new OLED
screen features a smaller bezel than ever before and also has a new magnetically mounted MagSafe charging support. It is also one of the lightest iPhones you can buy. What don't you like? All iPhone 12s have adopted a new design language, and that's probably why Apple skipped the S moniker due
this year. Honestly, the design is not exactly new. It's like Apple is returning to its roots by bringing back the iconic designs of the iPhone series 4 and 5. And boy, we missed it. The best part of the new iPhone 12 is that you can get it in a mini version at an even lower price without losing a single feature.
Apple will only do it without controversy, and 2020 will be no different. This year, the iPhone is losing bundled in-box accessories - no more chargers, no more EarPods. What you get with an incredibly thin box is just a USB cable. And we fear that this is also only a matter of time until it disappears. New
exclusive software tricks only available on iPhone 12 include night mode and Dolby Vision video capture for all cameras. Just like Series 11 and the toughest glass on earth, now Series 12 still has an even tougher glass panel called ceramic shield made by Corning. The iPhone 12 duo will also get an
aluminum frame replaced by a stainless steel frame in the iPhone 12 Pro pair. Apple iPhone 12 Specifications: Body: Aluminum frame with matte finish, ceramic shielded front with oreophobic coating, glass back with glossy finish, IP68 certified for water and dust resistance. Black, white, green, blue and
red color options. 146.7 x 71.5 x 7.4 mm, 164 g. Display: 6.1 Retina XDR OLED screen 1170 x 2532 px resolution, 460ppi, 600 nits, 120Hz touch sensing. HDR10, Dolby Vision Support, Wide ColorTrue tone. Chipset: Apple A14 Bionic Chip (5nm) - Hexacore (2x3.1 GHz Firestorm + 4x1.8 GHz Ice Storm
3.1GHz Turbo Boost) Apple CPU, 4 core Apple GPU, 16 core Apple NPU 4 generation memory: 4GB RAM; 64/128/256GB internal storage rear camera: dual 12MP camera: 26mm main wide angle, F/1.6, OIS, dual pixel AF. 13mm ultra wide angle, F/2.4, 120 degree field of view; dual LED flash and slow
synchronization. Night mode, Smart HDR 3, Deep Fusion. Video recording: 2160p@60/30fps, 1080p@30/60/120/240fps video recording, wide dynamic range and spatial sound, OIS + EIS, Dolby Vision (30fps only) Front camera: dual camera - 23mm 12MP F/2.2 front camera (with HDR mode + 3D TOF
camera). Night mode, Smart HDR 3, Deep Fusion. 2160p@60/30fps, 1080p@30/60/120fps video recording, wide dynamic range and spatial sound, EIS. Connectivity: dual SIM, 5G, 4G; Wi-Fi a/b/g/n/ac/6; Bluetooth 5.0; Lightning port; Equipped with GPS, Granas, Galileo and QZSS. NFC; Apple U1 chip
ultra wideband battery: 2,815 mAh battery, 20W fast charging, 15 Qi wireless charging (MagSafe) Others: Face ID via dedicated TrueDepth camera, stereo speakers and taptic engine, unfortunately, previously bagged features will not make a comeback with the new iPhone - 3.5mm jack and 3D Touch
are permanently erased. It also does not change the way iOS handles files. I'm glad Apple was so good at keeping prices for 2019, but it's not that simple, is it? If you want to buy a charger and wired earbuds, you will have to pay an additional €25 for a 20W Apple adapter (or a similar USB-PD charger)
and €20 for Apple's EarPod. And talk about retail boxes. Apple's iPhone 12, which unboxes Apple's iPhone 12, has one lightweight and incredibly slim box, including your new iPhone 12 along with a USB-C-to-Lightning cable. Dig through the small paper sleeves and you'll find one SIM take-out pin,
paperwork and an Apple sticker. We can't help but think that these will soon be the axis. Page 2 It's been a while since you saw your iPhone standing upright alone. We missed this flat frame and comfortable grip and we wanted a flat iPhone for years. And it's finally here, in its four sizes. The 12th iPhone
generation combined the best of Series 4 and Series 5, now packed with the latest features and sprinkled with significantly improved durability. The iPhone 12, like many iPhones before it, is a dual-glass smartphone with a metal frame. But while it may be one of the lightest modern flagships, it is also
shaped as one of the toughest glass sandwich smartphones ever. The iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro See, Apple have once again partnered with Corning to make the toughest glass on their phones, calling them ceramic shields. The manufacturer added microscopic ceramic crystals to last year's formula,
having new glass up to four times more resilient to grinding. The entire front is covered with this new ceramic shield, and alreadySome impressive survivability in the drop test, as Promised by Apple. The glass also comes with an oreophobic coating for ion-reinforced and enhanced dirt resistance for
improved scratch resistance. The back panel is probably made by corning, but it doesn't use the new ceramic formula and it's not as hard to break as the front. But it's no worse than a gorilla glass, and we know it's a baby on the course. Flat front, flat rear, and here is the new flat frame. The iPhone 12
has a matte aluminum frame and is painted in one of five colors: black, blue, green, red or white. There are no sharp edges in the frame - the transition towards the glass side is incredibly smooth. The iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro iPhone 12 duo feature matte frames and shiny backs, while the iPhone 12
Pro pair features cloudy rear panels and a shiny steel frame. What the iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro can't see with your eyes is still important is the improved water durability. The iPhone 12 is IP68 rated for dust and water resistance, and according to official specifications, it can survive in deep water up
to 6 meters for 30 minutes. The iPhone 12 is very lightweight, but it is one of the sturdiest non-rugged phones. And we can admire Apple for allowing this. Let's take a closer look at the front. The iPhone 12 comes with a 6.1-inch OLED screen with a bezel that is higher resolution and thinner than the
iPhone 11. The eye position is here for another generation and its size remains the same as before. We are accepting the transition from LCD to OLED because we have greatly reduced the size of the iPhone 12 - it is almost 5mm shorter, 4mm narrower and 1mm thinner than the iPhone 11. It also
weighs 164g, 30g less than the iPhone 11! the new OLED screen is in high definition, from 326ppi to 460ppi on the iPhone 11. The border of the screen also appears to be about 20% thinner. The notch includes a 12MP selfie camera and a structured light 3D camera. The earphones, which also serve as
stereo speakers, are between the two and the proximity sensor. Dual camera settings appear on the back. It is contained in matte square glass and protrudes no more than 1 mm from the rear panel. Inside, there is a 12MP ultra wide shooter and 12MP primary camera, dual LED flash and stereo
microphone. Both snappers are surrounded by metal rings and protected by sapphire glass. The confines of these metals sit 1mm higher than quarter matte glass. Not the whole camera piece is wobbling the iPhone 12 too much on the desk, at least not as much as the latest Android phones and iPhone
Xs. And for god's love, don't stack an iPhone or put an iPhone on another phone - if you're using it case-free. The sapphire glass of that camera hurts its (i) phone or glass and it is not clean. Be careful! Fill the back panel with black, blue, green, red, or white,is a glossy option. Fingerprint stains are
plentiful, but thanks to the Oreophobic coating - they are just disappearing with a quick wipe. If they still annoy you - then the white model should be the one with the most noticeable stains. All new iPhones come with MageSafe compatibility for accessories and chargers. Thanks to the addition of magnets
and pieces of metal under the rear panel, it can be pasted into any of the various magnetic cases, wallets, chargers and new iPhone 12 devices. The MagSafe parts are not really visible, but we can confirm that they work perfectly with the new Apple MagSafe wireless charger. The flat frame has nothing
at the top, but at the bottom there is a mouthpiece, lightning port and other stereo speakers. We couldn't, visually, notice the silver screws sticking out too much into the blue frame. On the left side, it includes silencers, volume switches, and nano SIM slots. On the right is a solitary power/side key. There
have been some reports of the iPhone 12's aluminum frame lacking paint. The 2012 iPhone 5 suffered the same problem, and the iPhone 5s design that appeared a year later fixed the issue. We still had no problems with our unit, but we hope history won't repeat itself. The iPhone 12 fits your hand very
well - it's a real pleasure to work with. The phone is comfortable and light. It also has a good grip thanks to its new shape, matte frame and grippy panels. This is a big improvement over the iPhone 11 series and we love working on it. Both the iPhone 12 and iPhone 12 Pro are similar in size, but the 12 is
25g lighter than the 12 Pro and the extra hardware takes a toll. Toll.
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